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EasySpy is a small Windows application designed to help you monitor keystrokes, used programs, and accessed websites, take
screenshots, log the entire activity, as well as playback log files. Straightforward looks The tool reveals a clean feature lineup
where the pressed keystrokes, run utilities, and visited websites are listed into individual panes for a better management of the
entire information. Monitoring options EasySpy gives you the possibility to gather information about the pressed keys, and you
can remove the "Backspace" and "Enter" from the recorded text. Plus, you are allowed to copy the information to the clipboard
for pasting it into other third-party utilities. What’s more, the program enables you to check the visited URLs and open them with
the aid of the built-in web browser, as well as take screenshots during the capturing process. A great feature bundled in this app is
a smart system which allows you to run the monitoring operations in a stealth mode, which can be activated with the aid of a
custom hotkey. Rich set of configuration settings Compared to the primary panel that comprises only a few functions, the
configuration window empowers you to take control over the capturing process and enable the options that you want to keep an
eye on, namely keystrokes, used programs, and visited websites. EasySpy lets you automatically take screenshots at a user-defined
time, select the saving directory, schedule tasks, encrypt the logs by setting up passwords, run the tool in a stealth mode, email
logs, and test the email connection. The playback mode allows you to simulate the entire monitoring activity on your computer,
and you can pause the activity or skip to next event, as well as zoom in or out of the snapshots. Bottom line All in all, EasySpy
combines ease of use with a powerful set of features for helping you carry out the monitoring process. 0 Comments: Advance
Lead Reminder Free is a professional email reminder system and powerful contact manager designed to help you organize your
business. It is the best software to manage your contacts, remember dates and collect important appointments. You can use it to
organize your business tasks and meetings schedules and keep them up-to-date. Full Text Export For PDF is a powerful tool that
allows you to export text from all e-mail items and web pages into one PDF file. With this tool, you will have the possibility to
immediately open the created file, edit
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Monitor all the keystrokes, used programs, and the websites that a user visits with just a few mouse clicks. Easily save a
screenshot of the browser and create an archive, upload it to the cloud. Record the audio of a user's computer. Automatically
schedule tasks. Buy and download from Softonic: $29.99 Monix All-In-One Spy Software 1 Demo Prices are the Manufacturer's
EasySpy Crack For Windows is a small Windows application designed to help you monitor keystrokes, used programs, and
accessed websites, take screenshots, log the entire activity, as well as playback log files. Straightforward looks The tool reveals a
clean feature lineup where the pressed keystrokes, run utilities, and visited websites are listed into individual panes for a better
management of the entire information. Monitoring options EasySpy gives you the possibility to gather information about the
pressed keys, and you can remove the "Backspace" and "Enter" from the recorded text. Plus, you are allowed to copy the
information to the clipboard for pasting it into other third-party utilities. What’s more, the program enables you to check the
visited URLs and open them with the aid of the built-in web browser, as well as take screenshots during the capturing process. A
great feature bundled in this app is a smart system which allows you to run the monitoring operations in a stealth mode, which can
be activated with the aid of a custom hotkey. Rich set of configuration settings Compared to the primary panel that comprises
only a few functions, the configuration window empowers you to take control over the capturing process and enable the options
that you want to keep an eye on, namely keystrokes, used programs, and visited websites. EasySpy lets you automatically take
screenshots at a user-defined time, select the saving directory, schedule tasks, encrypt the logs by setting up passwords, run the
tool in a stealth mode, email logs, and test the email connection. The playback mode allows you to simulate the entire monitoring
activity on your computer, and you can pause the activity or skip to next event, as well as zoom in or out of the snapshots. Bottom
line All in all, EasySpy combines ease of use with a powerful set of features for helping you carry out the monitoring process.
EasySpy Description: Monitor all the keystrokes, used programs, and 6a5afdab4c
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Monitor any programs running on your computer Monitor keystrokes Take screenshots With EasySpy you can monitor any
programs running on your computer. The program records the keys pressed on the computer, and you can view all the
information in a neat panes window. EasySpy can be used to monitor keystrokes. When a keystroke is monitored, the pressed key
is displayed in EasySpy. You can see which keys and what they were pressed, as well as what program was used and for how long
the key was pressed. Record your desired keystrokes with EasySpy, and get all the information and screenshots from the collected
data. EasySpy can log the entire activity, which can be used for analysis and statistics. Manage anything: saved files, clipboards,
passwords, images, websites, processes Use the start menu to access all the main features, as well as quickly start, stop, and
change the monitoring mode. EasySpy notifies you every time anything is changed. During the monitoring session, you can use
the working menu to access anything. The program records the keys pressed on the computer, so you can easily monitor which
programs the keys were used on. You can view all the information in a neat window. Create, edit, or manage shortcuts to any site
or program You are also able to create, edit, and manage shortcuts for your most commonly used sites. The desktop shortcuts can
be started directly from the start menu, allowing you to launch a program or a website easily. Take screenshots EasySpy lets you
quickly take screenshots with its image editor. You can create and add text, arrows, layers, arrows and much more to take the best
shots of your favorite website or document. Save the screenshots for analysis later EasySpy can also save the created images and
videos to file. You can save these images to file with or without watermark, and can remove the watermark using an image editor.
EasySpy Full Version Features: Record keystrokes Catches any program, file, or website you want to monitor Take screenshots
The program can capture screenshots of any website or program you want to monitor Save the screenshots to file You can save
the pictures and videos to file with or without watermark Start monitoring with a single click Start the monitoring session with a
single click Create, edit, or manage shortcuts to any site or program The desktop shortcuts can be started directly from the start
menu

What's New In?

- Easy to install and use - Intuitive interface - Copy, email and paste data - Full access to your keyboard - Record all keystrokes -
Record from all events - Take screenshots at regular intervals - Schedule events - Full access to your browser - Standard and
stealth mode - Spy your kids remotely - Monitor programs - Spyware/adware alerts - Email reports - Email log alerts - Encrypt
the log - Web reports - Real-time monitoring - Detailed reports - Many more What's new in this version Version 1.5 - Fixed:
Debug logs now show on real-time log as well as on scheduled log. - Fixed: Bug in scheduler that prevents starting an hour late on
the last day of the month. - Fixed: Bug that caused embedded left and right arrow keys to not work in the browser. - Fixed:
Missing Win XP Redistributable on Windows 7. - Updated: PSafe update to 2010-04-06 Size: 3.75 MB Get a Log of Keystrokes,
Close Programs, Spyware/Adware, and What Your Kids and Employees Are up to! Click "Add" button and now you'll have a log
of keystrokes, run programs, visited websites, and more. Full-featured System Log Software You can see what's happening in
your computer right now - keystrokes, images, audio, games, and much more. Everything is automatically grouped into different
sections, and you can sort the sections by date or by type. In addition, the application has a flexible configuration mode which
allows you to configure several kinds of monitoring: keystrokes, web sites visited, Internet Explorer history, programs used, or
run before and after the start, and much more. An integrated scheduler allows you to setup the monitoring activity any time of
day or night. In the Log Manager you can view the logs in detail. Use the built-in FTP client to download the log to your
computer. Stay in complete control of what your kids or employees are up to, plus learn what the people who are supposed to be
working for you are doing at work. Full-featured Logging Software - Log keystrokes - Log run programs - Log visited websites -
Watch what your kids are watching - Watch what your employees are doing at work - Find out what
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System Requirements For EasySpy:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1 Processor: 2.0 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM
Minimum Recommended: Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible graphics card with 2048MB RAM Sound:
DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card or other audio interface with wave out or other mix
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